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Eco-friendly artist and woodworker
Danou Charette opens the doors of his

workshop

PRESS RELEASE
For immediate release

Cantley, September 26th, 2023 – Danou Charette, an environmentally-
responsible woodworker and artist from the Outaouais, is happy to invite 'buy
local' afficionados and minimalist design lovers to his monthly "open house",
with the next edition scheduled for October 6th at his Cantley workshop.

Wanting to welcome people in his own space to present his latest creations and
show the behind-the-scenes of eco-responsible furniture-making, Danou
wishes to demonstrate that as a consumer, it's possible to be respectful of
nature while still obtaining a unique product that is made to last AND beautiful.

Learning to deal with Mother Nature's surprises 

With Danou, cutting a healthy tree to access raw material is always out of the
question : 

"Instead of being a barrier, working with what nature has to offer is a privilege.
The forest is full of surprises, all of which I perceive as gifts, each conferring a
particular character to my pieces", he argues.  

Indeed, no tree is the same, even when sourced from the same forest and the
same specie. The forest is part of an ecosystem where animals, insects, birds
and fungus rub shoulders and is confronted to the elements such as rain, wind
and snow, which all leave their mark on trees in a different way.  

Invitation to the community

People on the lookout for furniture or original artwork to place in their
home,  home design, hospitality and construction specialists, as well as "friends"
of Danou are all invited to these informal open houses to tour the workshop,
admire the wood species on offer, discuss a project or even choose some wall
art or a piece of furniture to bring back home!  

The next open houses will take place on Fridays October 6th, November 3rd and
December 1st, between 1pm and 4pm, at 325 Taché Road, in Cantley.  

Those wishing to discuss a custom furniture project can also book an
appointment at danoucharette.com or follow the Facebook page to find
inspiration from the latest creations.

http://localhost:3000/decode_hex/68747470733a2f2f707265766965772e6d61696c65726c6974652e636f6d2f71317430713071317536
https://danoucharette.com/pages/visitez-latelier
https://www.facebook.com/DanouCharette


About Danou

The furniture-maker commonly known as Danou is a passionate individual who
makes and creates furniture in an eco-responsible way. To the contrary of
many in the woodworking world, Danou sources his raw material from trees
destined to death or abandonment with the goal of giving them a new life.
Simple yet modern and elegant, his pieces have become fan favorites in just a
few short years.

For information
Geneviève Gazaille
genevieve@thestorytelleragency.ca
Tel.: 613-421-4404

*This press release is also available in French.
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